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PRIME POSITION FOR
USPB PRODUCERS
Global demand for high-quality, grain-fed beef will pay dividends.
The sun is rising on U.S. beef markets, especially overseas.
A milestone trade agreement made with China in March
2020 created an efficient, science-backed channel to export
large quantities of U.S. beef to the world’s most populated
country.
Last year, 42,813 metric tons (mt) valued at $310 million
made its way to the other side of the Pacific. China is
expected to offer the most opportunity for U.S. beef in
2021, U.S. Meat Export Federation (USMEF) data predicts.
In fact, exports are on pace to exceed
120,000 mt this year.
USMEF President and CEO Dan Halstrom
recently spoke with Tracy Thomas of USPB
for an update on the current state of
international beef trade.

Spending power

pork, but China still strives for a very high level of selfsufficiency, according to Halstrom.
All in all, China’s total beef imports reached more than
2 million mt valued at nearly $10 billion in 2020. Halstrom
says the easiest way to differentiate U.S. beef from
Australian and Canadian competitors is to focus on its
quality, consistency and rich, grain-fed taste.
“National Beef and U.S. Premium Beef have a very good
international reputation on the quality side and on its
branded programs,” Halstrom said.
“When you’re talking about the return on
investment on the value side, especially for thin
meats and for the chuck rolls, etc., the Choice
and higher-grade products under a program
are the ones that return a lot of money to
producers.”

Halstrom references a 2019 study by Dr.
Harry Kaiser, Cornell University, showing a
return of $24 per every dollar invested in
Dan Halstrom
the Beef Checkoff Program that was used
USMEF President & CEO
to promote international exports. When
looking at Checkoff investment as a whole — domestic
demand, international demand, new product development
“This is a new opportunity for generic growth, and the
research, etc. — the same study found a $12 dollar return
total beef market in China will expand,” Halstrom says.
on investment.
“The U.S. will be the primary benefactor, in my opinion.”
USMEF’s three biggest funding sources come from
Another positive for U.S. beef is that the Asian
the national and state Beef Checkoff programs, Pork
superpower lacks a high-quality domestic beef herd,
Checkoff, and the largest source is USDA international
minimizing political influence on U.S.-China trade relations. marketing programs.
On the contrary, China’s huge pork production system
“The single biggest thing that goes into the formula
sometimes leaves trade of “the other white meat” at the
for
determining who gets what is industry investment,”
mercy of political considerations. China’s current pork
deficit has recently made it more receptive to imported
Projections for China’s 1.4 billion population
show a 32% growth in disposable income per
capita by 2025.The country’s growing middle
class has expanding spending power and
consumers want to spend money on highquality beef.
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Halstrom says. “We really appreciate your producers
paying into the Beef Checkoff and choosing to make global
marketing a priority.”
Statistics compiled by USMEF rank Japan, South Korea,
Mexico, China, Canada and Taiwan as U.S. beef import leaders.
Comparing overall exports, there is a lot of volatility
from March 2020 through February 2021 compared to
March 2019 through February 2020. This variance reflects
the fluid approach each country has taken to enforce
COVID-19 restrictions.
“In general, as vaccines roll out, we’re going to see more
and more countries open more than they have been,”
Halstrom says.
As the sun shines on international beef exports, it sheds
light on new opportunities for imports.

“Aye” for imports

America’s high-quality beef paired with current trade
agreements means imported, lean trim can push profits for U.S.
beef producers. Halstrom points out the need for lean trim
from countries like Australia and Brazil to process into grinds.
Here’s the situation: Asian markets are seeking highquality beef cuts. An efficient trade system with Asia now
exists. There is more return on investment for exported,
whole cuts.
Domestically, ground beef accounts for nearly 50% of
beef consumption. Fat trimmings are readily available in the
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U.S., but not lean trimmings. Importing lean meats to make
80/20 blends frees American-raised chuck rolls to be sold
domestically and internationally as whole muscle cuts at a
higher value than selling them as ground product.
Halstrom breaks it down: “The average value of the
imports is quite a bit lower than the average value of the
exports. So, in this case trade is adding value. … There’s
huge demand for beef and huge demand for lean trim to
mix with our fat trim here.”

Even more value

Looking long term, Halstrom supports the idea of a
national traceability system to gain a competitive edge
internationally. An initiative like U.S. CattleTrace can “go
a long way in diffusing some of the perception that the
U.S. is not on board with traceability,” he says.
Today, this type of program can add value through
marketing. Tomorrow, this effort can add an animal disease
defensive posture.
Variety meats also pave a path to gain market traction.
Cuts like tripe, liver and tongue have little demand in the
U.S. but are highly sought internationally. If not for exports,
tongue could sell for $1 to $2 per pound domestically. But
in Japan, the asking price is currently $7 per pound.
“The way to maximize the cutout and to maximize the
value of cattle is for exports to complement our robust
domestic demand for U.S. beef,” Halstrom says. “When
that’s happening, that’s the best chance we have to
maximize the value of the whole supply chain.” u
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